
SkyFox: A mix of 007 and Sonic

1. Machinery

2. Machinery

3. Body Part

4. Type Of Monitor

5. Noun

6. Letter

7. Letter

8. Fancy Article Of Clothing

9. Number Between One And Five

10. Location

11. Playground Equipment

12. Body Part You Used Above

13. Action Used With Feet

14. Punishment Ending With Ing

15. Verb To Show Affection Ending With Ed
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SkyFox: A mix of 007 and Sonic

Tails returned from his laboratory in the Mystic Ruins. "With all the money people paid me..." Tails told Sonic, "

I decided to go shopping!" He ran off to the Machinery Machinery & Beyond store... and spent

half of his 5 thousand mobiums on a robotic Body Part , a Type of monitor , an all purpose

Noun , some Prankster Pak Depower Shoes, 50 packs of Letter & Letter root beer and

three kid-sized Fancy article of clothing . Tails returned home just Number between one and five hours before

school. When school started, he had to go work on his secret headquarters, so he raised his hand and said: "Ms.

Madeline?" Tails said. "Can i use the Location ?" "Of course." Ms. Madeline said. Tails went outside and

dug a hole near the Playground equipment . He made a room filled with the electronics he bought. Tails is a

fast worker but skilled worker. He returned from the "bathroom" in just 5 minutes. The rest of the day was

normal. After school, Tails asked Sonic if he could hang out with Cream the rabbit and Cheese the Chao (

pronounced chow). "Of course" Sonic said. Tails knew sonic was going to take a shower, so he placed the

robotic Body part you used above on the ceiling and put the Depower Shoes on the shoe rack. Then Cream and

Cheese arrived, "Hi tails!" said Cream "Chao chao!" said Cheese. And while Sonic was taking a shower, Tails

stole Sonic's shoes and ran off to have fun while Sonic was too weak to even Action used with feet a Badnik.

Sonic knew what was going on. Sonic Punishment ending with ing Tails and sent Cream and Cheese home. But

at the last second Tails ran and Verb to show affection ending with ed Cream. Cream blushed and hid in the bushes

instead of going home.

Moral



of this story:

If you like to follow someone who's fast and you get jelly, buy your own speedy shoes.
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